We study the problem of separating E and B modes in interferometric observation of the polarization of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The E and B band powers are measured from both single dish and interferometric mock observation using the quadratic estimator of the maximum likelihood analysis. Band power window functions and cross-correlations are used to quantify the leakage between E and B modes. It is found that interferometers, being able to measure directly the phase of the power spectrum, are best-suited for measuring as well as separating the extremely blue CMB E and B polarization power spectra. The results can be applied to a similar problem in the field of weak gravitational lensing.
re-ionization history of the universe (Ng & Ng 1996) . It can cross-check the measured anisotropy power spectrum and improve the accuracy in determining the cosmological parameters . In particular, the B mode is a unique probe of the presence of large-scale gravitational waves, a prediction of inflationary models Kamionkowski et al. 1997) . A detection of the B mode would be essential for reconstructing the inflaton potential (Lidsey et al. 1997 ). On smaller scales, measuring secondary B modes generated from gravitational lensing could provide information about the clustering of cosmic matter (Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1998) . Therefore, the separation of the observed polarization into E and B modes is a prerequisite for extracting useful information from data.
The problem of separating E and B modes has been recently discussed. It is clear that there would be no E and B mixing if we have a full-sky map with infinite resolution. However, for a finite observed sky patch, a substantial leakage between E and B was found on large angular scales when using a quadratic estimator method for measuring the E and B power spectra (Tegmark & de Oliveira Costa 2001) . This leakage is caused by ambiguous modes that receive contributions to their power from both E and B (Lewis et al. 2002; Bunn et al. 2003) . Furthermore, the effect of aliasing of small-scale power due to the map pixelization is another source of leakage, which could be a serious problem because the CMB polarization is expected to have an extremely blue power spectrum. As a result, to achieve the same level of contamination by aliased power, one has to oversample the polarization map 2 to 3 times more than the temperature map (Bunn et al. 2003) .
So far, the issue of E and B separation has been considered for single-dish experiments. In this paper, we revisit the effects of finite size and pixelization to E and B mixing in interferometry experiments. We will see that an interferometer, being able to directly measure the power spectrum, is more desirable for obtaining a clean separation between E and B than a single-dish instrument. In fact, the single dish is only a special case of our consideration. Our results can be applied as well to a similar problem in the field of weak gravitational lensing that one wants to separate the E-mode cosmic shear from other B-mode signals due to intrinsic galaxy alignment or systematic errors as discussed in Padmanabhan et al. (2002) and references therein.
CMB Interferometry
Recent advancement in low-noise, broadband, GHz amplifiers has made interferometry a particularly attractive technique for detecting CMB anisotropies. An interferometric array is intrinsically a high-resolution polarimetric instrument well suited for observing small-scale polarized intensity fluctuations, while being flexible in coverage of a wide range of angular scales with the resolution and sensitivity determined by the aperture of each element of the array and the baselines formed by the array elements. Being ground-based, it is controllable and it can track the sky for an extensive period of time, as practiced successfully by the DASI team in measuring the CMB E-polarization (Kovac et al. 2002) . Observational strategies of CMB interferometry experiments such as DASI, CBI, VSA, and AMiBA can be found in Park et al. (2003) and references therein.
The output of an interferometer is called the complex visibility. Polarization measurements are generally made using a pair of feeds on each antenna. Usually, the feeds are sensitive to orthogonal circular or linear polarizations. For instance, if the dual-polarization feeds measure the right and left circular polarizations, then the output will be the four correlations: RR * , RL * , LR * , and LL * . They can be related to the four Stokes parameters (T, Q, U, V ). Denoting their associated visibility functions by (V T , V Q , V U , V V ), we have
where we have neglected the parallactic angle of the feed with respect to the sky and the leakage from one to the other polarization channel. Henceforth, we assume V = 0 because CMB is expected to have no circular polarization. In typical interferometric measurements, the observation wavelength λ is much smaller than the diameter of a dish D. So, the sky can be treated as flat, being spanned by a two-dimensional vector x. Under this flat-sky approximation, the visibility is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the Stokes parameter multiplied by the primary beam:
where u is the two-dimensional projection vector (in unit of wavelength) of the baseline between two dishes in the x-plane, y is a pointing position on the sky, b ν is a conversion factor from temperature to intensity dependent on the observation frequency ν, and X denotes T , Q, or U field given by
where φ u is the direction angle of u and
Measurements of E and B Power Spectra
In CMB interferometric observation, the observational strategy depends on the characteristics of the interferometric array, especially on the dish configuration and on the primary beam size in the u-plane. In the single pointing strategy, a single field on the sky is tracked for a long period of time. This is appropriate for an interferometer that has uniform u-coverage and sufficiently small primary u-beam size so as to cover a wide range of angular scales and resolve the structures in the CMB power spectrum. When necessary, one can increase the signal-to-noise ratio of visibility and reduce the sample variance of the CMB fluctuations by increasing integration time per field and the number of independent fields respectively. This strategy has been adopted by the DASI and the CBI for deep observation of the CMB (Halverson et al. 2002; Mason et al. 2003; Kovac et al. 2002) . However, the resolution in the u-space is limited by the area of the surveyed sky which is equal to the size of the primary beam in a single pointing observation. By mosaicking several contiguous pointings, we can increase the resolution in the u-space. This strategy is essential for close-packed interferometers such as the AMiBA and the CBI with u-beam size larger than the structure of the CMB power spectrum (Park et al. 2003 ). We will discuss the separation of E and B modes in each strategy.
Single-pointing
Let us consider a simple 2-element interferometer and choose y = 0 in equation (2) without loss of generality, then RL * and LR * would be given by
where A(x) = du A(u)e −2πiu·x . Here, we adopt a symmetrical beam pattern of a flat-illuminated feed horn,
The ensemble averages are
which constitute a set of simultaneous integral equations for E and B power spectra.
For a single-dish experiment, the single-pointing measurement gives the ensemble averages simply given by equation (7) with u = 0,
where V + V − * vanishes because of the symmetrical beam (Eq. [6]). As such, the separation of E and B is undetermined while V + V + * measures the total polarization power. However, one should be cautious about the integration in equation (8) for small w (or low ℓ) where the flatsky approximation is no longer reliable (Ng 2001) . Fortunately, full-sky two-point polarization correlation functions have been constructed (Kamionkowski et al. 1997; Ng & Liu 1999) , showing that the two-point correlation functions at zero lag, which are equivalent to V + V + * and V + V − * , have similar properties.
In contrast, V + V − * is non-vanishing in general for an interferometer. It is because the phase φ w of the power spectrum can be directly measured up to an uncertainty of the size of the dish. The information contained in V + V − * , which is orthogonal to that of V + V + * , allows one to separate E and B powers in power spectrum estimation. We can understand this by considering an ideal case in which the baseline length is much bigger than the dish size, i.e., uλ ≫ D, then A(u − w) can be approximated by a delta function δ(u − w). Hence, equation (7) becomes
from which E and B modes can be cleanly separated.
Mosaicking
For a pair of pointing positions y m and y n , the ensemble averages in equations (7) and (8) change into respectively the visibility covariance matrices for the 2-element interferometer,
and the covariance matrices for the single-dish measurement,
Here we see additional phases as a function of y m − y n which can increase the resolution in uspace by mosaicking neighboring pointings. The effective u-beam profiles resulted from hexagonal mosaickings are shown in Figure 1 , where we compare a single-dish instrument with D = 125 cm and a 2-element interferometer with D = 60 cm and 5 cm separation at ν = 95 GHz. Note that the interferometric primary beam actually samples the u-space peaked at u x ≃ 206 which is the length of the baseline, and that we have chosen particular numbers and separations of pointings to produce similar effective beams. Figure 2 shows an example of the CMB E and B polarization band power estimates expected in a 61-pointing hexagonal mosaic mock observation by the single dish with D = 125 cm. We have made 60 independent mosaics with pointing separation δθ mo = 6. ′ 25 to reduce the sample variance, and measured the band powers from the maximum likelihood analysis (Bond et al. 1998; Park et al. 2003) . We adopt extremely small instrument noise level, 10 −3 µK per pointing, in order to avoid further complications set in from noise. Total survey size per mosaic is about 1 • , thus the band width is chosen to be ∆ℓ ≃ 500. In generating CMB fields, we simply assume a sine-shape power spectrum with a bump at ℓ ≈ 1300 and with B mode having a half amplitude of E mode. In Figure 2 , the band power window functions, which are defined by (Kuo et al. 2002 )
are also shown. Here C is the sum of signal and noise covariance matrices (C = S + N) and F is the Fisher information matrix defined as
The W E bℓ /ℓ (2nd row panels) expresses contribution to the b-th E mode band power from E mode itself (left) and from B mode powers (right panel), and likewise for W B bℓ /ℓ (3rd row panels). The mixing between E and B is significant at the first and last bands denoted respectively by the solid and dot-dashed curves. The level of mixing can be expressed quantitatively in terms of the band power correlations between E and B, as shown by the upper triangular matrix in Table 1 .
Similarly, the polarization band powers and the corresponding band power window functions expected in a 19-pointing hexagonal mosaic mock observation by the 2-element interferometer with D = 60 cm are shown in Figure 3 . In this case δθ mo = 10 ′ is chosen in order to make the same survey size of 1 • , and the instrument noise level is again assumed to be 10 −3 µK per visibility. The cross-correlations between E and B are also shown as parenthetical numbers in the lower triangular matrix in Table 1 . The E and B mixing at the first band is smaller than that of singledish experiment, but there still exists a serious leakage between E and B modes. It is because it is just as difficult to determine the phase angle φ w accurately at the first band, which is however at the tail of the ℓ-range sensitivity of the interferometer. We can see that a clean E/B separation can be done at high ℓ region where an accurate measurement of the phase φ w is possible. Moreover, the interferometer has a much better performance at the last band than the single dish mainly due to a higher sensitivity at that band.
Conclusion
We have pointed out that the separation of E and B modes in CMB measurements depends on how well we can measure the phase of the power spectrum. This is illustrated by performing a maximum-likelihood estimation of the band powers from mock single-dish data in comparison with that from an interferometer. Overall, being able to directly measure the phase of the power spectrum, the interferometer obtains better results than the single dish. For sine-shape power spectra, we have found that the interferometer needs less pixels than the single dish to achieve the same or even better measurement of the band powers. The main reason is that it has the most sensitivity at the peak of the power spectrum. Apart from a serious leakage between E and B modes at low ℓ region due to poor determination of the phase, E and B can be separated within the resolution limit with a mixing of at most a few percents. This small mixing arises because the sidelobes of the effective beam in mosaicking lead to aliased power, or equivalently increase the uncertainty of measuring the phase. As is known, this effect can be alleviated by making a dense mosaicked map (Bunn et al. 2003) . With regard to the E/B separation problem in weak gravitational lensing, we may consider a phase modulated annulus filter analogous to an interferometric beam to make a pixelized map from lensing data.
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